Young Carers in Schools
A guide to evidencing the Silver Award
A breakdown of the evidence required to
achieve a Silver Young Carers in Schools
Award with examples of good practice.
No child
should feel
alone

This resource was developed as part of the
Young Carers in Schools programme.

Introduction
This guide breaks down the five standards of the Silver Young Carers in Schools
Award. It highlights the essential evidence required to achieve each standard, using
examples drawn from successful applications.
Developed in consultation with schools, this guide is designed to support schools who
have achieved the Bronze Award and are now applying for the Silver Young Carers in
Schools Award. It provides ideas and examples for in-school procedures and support.
Even if you are confident in your provision for young carers, all schools should begin
by applying for the Bronze level award – this will ensure that the minimum requirement
of schools is in place before applying for the Silver and Gold Awards.
Schools who have already achieved Bronze – and are intending to apply for a
Silver Young Carers in Schools Award – should use this guide in conjunction with
the Award Pack to collate their evidence. Any queries can be directed to
YCIS@childrenssociety.org.uk
With thanks to the following schools for kindly allowing reproduction of their evidence:1
■■ Cowley International College, St Helens
■■ Cromwell College, Cambridgeshire
■■ Educational Diversity, Blackpool
■■ Maiden Erlegh School, Wokingham
■■ Melbourn Village College, Cambridgeshire
■■ Neale Wade Academy, Cambridgeshire
■■ Perryfields High School, Sandwell
■■ S
 t. Damian’s Roman Catholic Science
College, Tameside
■■ Stoke Damerel Community College, Devon

Supporting Young
Carers in Schools:
A step-by-step guide
for leaders, teachers
and non-teaching staff
contains information,
tools and resources for
secondary and primary
schools to implement
effective identification and
support for young carers
and their families.
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Some examples have been edited for length or clarity, or created to show best practice.
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Steps to applying
1. Complete a baseline review to identify your ‘red’, ‘amber’ and ‘green’ areas
(red – not started; amber – in progress; green – completed).
2. Return the baseline review to YCIS@childrenssociety.org.uk
3. Utilise the Step-by-step Guide to develop the ‘amber’ and ‘red’ areas.
4. Utilise the Award Checklist to gather evidence of ‘green’ areas.
5. Apply for your Award – schools should apply first for a Bronze Award before
moving on to Silver and Gold.

Top tips for presenting your evidence
■■ Ensure all files are clearly labelled, and marked on the Award Checklist.
■■ Please make sure all fonts are readable and photographs are clear.
■■ If you are sending us an image, please send a .jpg or .png file rather than copying
the picture into a word or pdf document. This means we can enlarge the photo if
necessary.
■■ S
 how us the evidence in situ – for example, send a photo of a poster on a
noticeboard (with a caption telling us where the noticeboard is located) instead of
a copy of the poster.
■■ If the requested evidence needs to be ‘centrally accessible’ please be aware
that not all pupils and families have internet access at all times. We are happy to
receive the same piece of evidence in different formats if necessary.
■■ P
 lease be aware of data protection guidelines when submitting your evidence,
and ensure that young people’s confidentiality is protected at all times.
There are further tools and resources to support applications on the website
youngcarer.com/ycinschools
A recorded Webinar, Young Carers in Schools: Award Applications is available on
YouTube. It outlines:
■■ The key steps to applying
■■ Baseline reviews
■■ Types of evidence submitted
■■ Overcoming common evidencing issues
■■ How to submit an award
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Silver Award: Standard One –
UNDERSTAND
There are assigned members of staff with responsibility
for understanding and addressing young carers needs.
At Silver, for Standard One you are asked to show three pieces
of essential evidence:
Standard One:
Essential Evidence 1
‘Evidence of leads having
established links with
healthcare support (school
nurses where available)
and local young carers
services.’
To evidence this you could
include agendas from
meetings you have held
with these stakeholders;
this would also count as
the desirable evidence2
‘of regular meetings/
contact with links at
working groups to support
young carers in schools’.
You could also provide
copies of any
‘Working Together
Agreements’ relevant to
young carers. There are
exemplar working together
agreements in Step 6 of the
Step-by-step Guide.
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Example working together agreement

 ach Standard includes essential evidence – evidence that you must provide in order to be successful, and desirable
E
evidence – additional evidence that you can include to show good practice, but is not essential to success.
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Standard One: Essential Evidence 2
‘Job roles and details of links made.’
To evidence the links made – links between the school and other agencies such
as local young carers services, or other organisations that work with the school to
support young carers – you could provide minutes from working group meetings,
or a document listing the members of a working group with a summary of the
links made.

Example working group summary
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Standard One: Essential Evidence 3
‘Anonymous print out and/or report showing monitoring of young carers’ attendance
and attainment.’
One of the easiest ways to produce this type of report is to set up ‘young carers’ as
a user-defined group on your internal management system; you can then produce
reports on both attendance and attainment.
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Example report showing monitoring of young carers’ attendance

Alternatively, you can include young carers in the monitoring of attendance and
attainment for vulnerable pupil groups, such as you might do for pupils with SEND or
those eligible for Pupil Premium.
By tracking this data at Silver level you can begin monitoring which of your
interventions make the most positive impacts on the attendance and attainment of
young carers.
When you are sharing evidence, please ensure that you follow confidentiality and data
protection guidelines.
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Silver Award: Standard Two –
INFORM
Awareness is raised by sharing knowledge about disability, illness and young
carers throughout the school.
At Bronze level of Standard Two, the focus was on raising the awareness of your
pupils, staff, and governing body on general young carer issues, and on whom you
can contact within the school for additional information and support. At Silver, we are
asking for further awareness raising, and for the incorporation of positive images of
disability and illness, including stigmatised illnesses such as HIV or other blood-borne
viruses, mental ill health needs of family members, or any substance misuse.
At Silver, for Standard Two you are asked to show three pieces of essential
evidence:
Standard Two: Essential Evidence 1
‘Content outline of assembly plan and/or PSHE lesson plan including information on
identification, stigmatised illnesses, support and signposting delivered to all pupils.’
Standard Two: Essential
Evidence 2
‘Schedule of delivery/dates
for awareness raising
with pupils.’
You should send us both
the schedule of delivery
and the content outline;
the schedule could be
a screenshot of the
school diary, or an email
confirming dates, whilst the
content outline could be in
the form of a power point,
or a series of lesson plans.

Example awareness raising calendar
3

For further information on raising awareness of stigmatised illnesses, see page 20 of the Award Pack.
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Some schools deliver specific lessons and assemblies on the topic of young carers,
whilst others incorporate discussion of young carers into their existing plans.
Both ways are fine, as long as you can show that pupils are being informed about
identification, stigmatised illnesses, support and signposting.

Exemplar lesson and assembly activities are available in Step 8 of the Step-by-step Guide.4

Standard Two: Essential Evidence 3
‘Copy of online or externally facing materials accessible to parents (eg prospectus),
containing information about a whole school commitment to young carers and
signposting to support.’
This information needs to be easily accessible, and available at all times to new and
existing parents and carers. A website is often the easiest way to show this, although
printed prospectuses could also be used.
If you choose to send us a copy of this information online, you should send both a
screenshot (in .jpeg format) and a link to this information online. Further support
can be found in the Step-by-step Guide, Step 5: Acknowledging Young Carers in
Principal School Documents.

4

 ttps://professionals.carers.org/sites/default/files/step_8_tool_4_suggested_lesson_activities_0.pdf
h
https://professionals.carers.org/sites/default/files/step_8_tool_4a_suggested_lesson_activities_continued_0.pdf
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Example of webpage containing information about a whole
school commitment to young carers and signposting to support.

Further information: Stigmatised illnesses
The needs of young carers from marginalised communities or those who care for
someone affected by stigmatised ill health or disability needs often remain hidden
from identification and support. Stigmatised illnesses might include mental ill
health, alcohol and substance misuse, or blood-borne viruses such as HIV.
There are a range of tools and resources that can support schools and teaching
staff to gain an understanding of these issues and be able to effectively raise
awareness in school, and to better identify and support young carers and their
families. You can find some examples of these tools on page 20 of the Young
Carers in Schools: Awards Pack
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Silver Award: Standard Three –
IDENTIFY
Young carers are being identified within your school.
Standard Three at Silver level is divided into two sections: one that focuses on staff
training, and one that focuses on pupil enrolment and transition. This is to ensure that
identification processes are embedded throughout the school, and support for young
carers can be sustained over time.
Remember: it is important to adhere to appropriate confidentiality and data
protection guidelines. You are encouraged to proactively identify hidden young
carers, but please ensure that they are not being named or identified in any
evidence sent for a Young Carers in Schools Award.

At Silver, for Standard Three you are asked to show five pieces of
essential evidence:
Standard Three: Essential Evidence 1
‘Evidence of [staff] training including awareness, identification, signposting,
stigmatised illnesses, and support provision (including a training outline or
learning objectives).’
The most common way of sharing this evidence is via a PowerPoint presentation,
although some schools may do some of their training online – in which case you might
choose to send the outline provided by the trainer. The information shared with staff
during this training should go beyond that required at the Bronze level of the Award.
It should further explore identification, stigmatised illnesses, and support provision,
with particular reference to hard-to-reach families, and ‘hidden’ young carers.
It is also good practice to include a list of the staff who have received training (and
their job roles). This shows evidence of a whole-school approach to young carer
awareness, where training is undertaken by senior management, teaching staff,
support staff, governors, and/or volunteers.
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Standard Three:
Essential Evidence 2
‘Schedule/dates of
undertaken and
planned training for
staff, showcasing
ongoing learning.’
You could also use this
schedule to show that
‘young carers awareness
is included in new staff
inductions’ which would
count as a piece of
desirable evidence. Your
schedule should showcase
an ongoing commitment to
raising awareness, and
sharing information
regarding young carers.

Example schedule of staff training

Another way of
documenting your school’s
work with young carers
might be to set up a
calendar for all young
carer related events,
so that members of the
working group can see
their meetings, young
carer assemblies, and/or
any staff training.

Young carers calendar showing working group meetings, staff training,
and assembly dates.
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Standard Three: Essential Evidence 3
‘Evidence of evaluation and feedback gained from training.’
There are a number of ways of gathering feedback from staff, but best practice would
be to ask for feedback on both the content and format of the training, and on the
individual staff member’s learning journey. This could be combined with the desirable
evidence ‘a staff survey to showcase staff awareness of young carers’ identification
and support’. Step 7 of the Step-by-step Guide contains some tools to help you with
staff training and feedback.

Staff survey collating whole staff learning.
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Standard Three: Essential Evidence 4
‘Evidence of enrolment processes, including questions regarding disability and illness
in the family, and young carers.’
In order to demonstrate that the enrolment processes are part of your young carer
identification plan, you might include a question that asks whether a new starter is
a young carer.
Is your child a young carer? Yes/No
A young carer is someone aged under 18 who helps look after a relative who
has a condition such as a disability, illness, mental health condition, or a drug or
alcohol problem. Young carers may look after a parent, or care for a brother or
sister, a grandparent or other person who has an illness or disability.
Example enrolment question.

This can be a good way of finding out if a child has previously been identified as
a young carer, but may not help you to spot those children who have not been
previously identified. Best practice is to ask about any disability or illness in the
home, and separately ask whether the young person is providing, or intending to
provide care.
Is there someone in the home with a disability, illness, mental health
problem, or who has other needs?
Does your child provide or intend to provide care for this person?
If you wish to talk to someone about how we can support your child at school,
or for more information on local young carers suport, please email…
Example enrolment question.
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Standard Three: Essential Evidence 5
‘Evidence that transition plans (either ‘upwards’ or ‘downwards’) include sharing
information regarding identified young carers entering/leaving the school.’
An ‘upwards’ transition plan shows, for example, that a primary school has considered
how to prepare pupils for the move to secondary school. A ‘downwards’ transition plan
shows, for example, that a secondary school has considered how to prepare incoming
pupils, perhaps by the young carers lead visiting the young carers groups at local
feeder schools.
Primary schools
How you evidence your transition plans will depend on whether you are a primary
or secondary school. Primary schools could show us how they prepare young
carers for the transition to secondary school, for example by facilitating a meeting
with the secondary school’s young carers group. They could also share any agreed
protocols or procedures for sharing information with secondary schools on vulnerable
pupil groups.
Secondary schools
Secondary schools might show us similar evidence of how they welcome and prepare
any incoming young carers.
Secondary schools might
also want to evidence
how they prepare young
carers for life after school,
through communication
with colleges, sixth form
providers, or other further
education establishments,
or by working with the local
young carers group to
consider the future aspirations
of young carers.
Example of a preparation activity for vulnerable pupils
transitioning to secondary school.
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Example of post-16 transition support.

Remember to consider how you support pupils both on entering, and on leaving the
school – whether this is moving to secondary school, another educational setting, or
leaving the area. You could also include evidence showing how you manage mid-year
moves or transitions if this is different to end-of-year moves or transitions.
Particular attention should be paid to young carers from families that are likely to have
higher transfer rates – for example, young carers in armed forces families, or those
from Gypsy, Roma, or Traveller backgrounds – to ensure they have strong transition
plans in place.
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Silver Award: Standard Four
LISTEN
Young carers in your school are listened to, consulted with and given time and
space to talk if they need to.
At Silver, for Standard Four you are asked to show two pieces of essential evidence:
Standard Four: Essential Evidence 1
‘Examples of how the school has gathered and utilised the views of young carers to
inform changes to practice, develop a policy, and/or ensure existing policies make clear
and appropriate references to young carers. For example a policy on pupil use of mobile
phones, an anti-bullying policy that addresses disability and young carers, or transition
plans that are informed by young carers.’
Primary schools
Any consultation
work carried out with
young carers should
be undertaken in an
age-appropriate way.
If you are applying on
behalf of a primary
school, then you may
find it easier to focus
on ensuring that
the views of young
carers are reflected in
practice. For example,
you could consult
with young carers
on the best way for
them to communicate
with staff: would they
prefer a message
box or email? Where
would they like the
message box to
be located?

Example of a group consultation exercise that led to adapted practice.
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Secondary schools
If you are applying on behalf of a secondary school, then you may find that your young
carers wish to be consulted on any policies that are relevant to their schooling.

Example of Anti-Bullying Policy, annotated with young carers feedback.
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Another example of consultation work that can be undertaken with older pupils is to
ask them for their input into staff training.

Example of input into staff training.

When you are submitting evidence to show that you have consulted with young
carers (for example through questionnaires) you will also need to show how these
consultations have led to a change in practice and/or policy.
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It is not strictly necessary to have a dedicated Young Carers Policy, although many
schools choose to do this. A good way of fulfilling the first criterion for Standard Four is
to give copies of your school’s policies to a group of young carers (as in the example
above), and ask them to annotate any changes they might like to see. This might lead
to an adjustment of the school’s mobile phone policy, or lateness and attendance
policies (where possible).
Maiden Erlegh Trust takes all
forms of bullying seriously and is
particularly concerned to take action
in relation to any incidents which
involve race, culture, country of
origin, sexism, disability, giftedness,
homophobia or circumstance
(eg Young Carer, Adopted, LAC).
In such cases these issues will
be specifically addressed with the
bully (and his/her parents where
appropriate) in the course of
post-incident management.

Maiden Erlegh Trust takes all
forms of bullying seriously and is
particularly concerned to take action
in relation to any incidents which
involve race, culture, country of
origin, sexism, disability, giftedness
or homophobia. In such cases
these issues will be specifically
addressed with the bully (and his/
her parents where appropriate)
in the course of post-incident
management.

Example of Anti-Bullying Policy; before and after changes made to include young carers.

Standard Four: Essential Evidence 2
‘Evidence of regular review/renewal of policy and practice, including succession plans
for completion.’
It is important that any policies have clear review/renewal dates. They should also
include the name and/or role of the person responsible for carrying out the duties
within, as well as a monitoring statement for your governing body.
It is good practice to have a section in your policies regarding succession plans. For
example, the process by which a new young carers lead would be nominated should
the current lead resign their position.
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Silver Award: Standard Five –
SUPPORT
Young carers are supported within the school, and signposted to other
resources and services outside the school.
At Silver, for Standard Five you are asked to show two pieces of essential evidence:
Standard Five: Essential Evidence 1
‘Information aimed at signposting young carers to other resources outside of the
school is available to pupils via a website/internal network and/or central noticeboard.
To include details of local young carer support services, healthcare/well-being
support (ie school nurse, counselling) and other relevant support for young carers
and their families.’
This is an extension of the in-school support that we ask you to include on a
noticeboard in Standard Five of the Bronze Award. There are a number of types of
support that you can find, depending on your local area, and you can include links to
online support as well, particularly if you are in a secondary school.

Example pupil noticeboard showing a range of internal and external support.
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Example posters from a pupil noticeboard.

Standard Five: Essential Evidence 2
‘Evidence of how established links with other organisations in the local community –
including the young carers services and emotional well-being support – have been
used to develop effective practice.’
This builds on the partnerships and joint working outlined in Standard One,
but specifically looks at how practice has been improved by collaboration or
knowledge-sharing with others.
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It might be that the young
carers service provided your
staff training, and this has
led to a change in practice
– you could evidence this
with a statement, and any
documents to show the
‘before’ and ‘after’ practices.
You may also have attended
training or development
days run by other schools or
organisations that have led
to increased knowledge or
improved practice.
It might be that work you
have carried out with a
local disability awareness
organisation has led you
to adapt or adjust your
Accessibility Plan or Equal
Opportunities Policy.
Another way of evidencing
that the school has used
established links with other
Example of a peer-support training programme.
organisations to develop
effective practice might
be to show how you have implemented a peer mentoring system. You could provide
emails confirming that your peer mentors have received training and/or statements
from peer mentors and mentees about the impact of the relationship.
As well as working with other organisations to develop your own school’s practice,
this is a good opportunity to begin thinking about how you can contribute to the good
practice of others. For example, you could host or attend local network meetings along
with the young carers leads from other schools.
Please also note that if feedback from your Bronze Award application has led to your
school adjusting and/or developing young carers identification and support, this might
also be submitted as evidence for this Standard.
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